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N.B.: (1 )
(2)
(3)

Q.1 A·
B.

Q2. A.
B.

Question No.1 is compulsory.
Solve any four from the remaining questions.
Answers to sub-questions should' be grouped together.

What are inline functions? Explain its use with an example. (10)
Describe various modes available in C++ to open files. (10)

Explain the use of pointers to objects. Give an example. (10)
Explain how run-time errors cali be handlcdusing exceptions (10)
in C++.

Q.3 A. What are manipulators? Explain v.arious types of manipulators (10)
in C++.

B. A company wants to implement an automated ~ttendance (10)
monitoring system for its employees. The work timings for
every employee is 8 hours per day, five days a week. The
employees have the flexibility to work for 8 hours anytime in
between 8AM and 8PM. For every full day of work, the
employees are paid rupees one thousand. Salary on a pro-rata
basis is deducted for less work
Write a C++ program to accept theinformatioh about
employees (Name, Employee ID, Department, Date of Work

.and Hours worked'on that date). Calculate the salary of each
employee .and print 'a salary sheet, department wise. Create at
least two classes with two functions each.

QA A. What is a constructor? How are they useful ? Explain with an (10)
example the use of constructor overloading, '.

B. Write aprogtam to store thelogs of calls made by prepaid (10)
. customers of a telephone company. Store the data in a file

and display the call summary andbalancej customer wise.

«.5 A. Write a C++ program to overload the operator·''''' to (10)
concatenate two strings. Do not use any standard library
string handling functions. .

B. Explair: the use of Class Templates. Design a class template (10)
to multiply three numbers. The numbers to be'multiplied
should be accepted as input from the user~

Q.6 A. Explain different types ofinheritance supported by C++ with (10)
examples'of each.

B. Discuss the use of making a member function static. Howare (10)
they defined and accessed.

Write shon notes on any four of the folloWing;
i) new operator ii) Container Class
iii) mkg function .' i~) thzs pointer .
v) STL vi) protected visibility specifier



N. B. : . (1) Question No~1 is 'compulsory:'
(2) Attempt any four out of remaining.'Six qu~stioP$.
(3) . Assumptions madeshould:be clearly stated:·
(4) Answers to que'stions should be groupec(ari9wdtten together.
(5) Draw diagramS whereyerrequired. .

Ql: Alarge bank hasseveral'branch~s at differentpia(;~~tEachbranchismanaged by"a ·manager; each·
branch maintains the· accoWlt details ·of thectlstomer. The customer·may.open. the saving, current .and FD ..
accounts as single and joint operations. The bank also provides the loan for V8.rio~pUrpo~es. Bank keeps
record of each transaction by the customer to his accoWlt. AlLthe branches have employees for different
operations. . . . (20)

.. (a) Construct an ERdiagram fOf the Banklngapplication. Document all assumptions that you

. make for designing. .
(b) Write schema deficitionandnormalizeall tables to 3NF for theabbve diagram.

"2 (a): Consider the following relatio~al schema:
Employee (person name, street, city)
Works (person name; company name, salary)
Company (company name; city)
Underlines indicates· key.

Write 8QL Query for the following: . .. .. . ..... . .... .... .
(i) Find the names of all employees whOeamnlore than employee pf 8Bl Bank.
(ii). Find the n~es street address and cities of residence of all employees who woik for

8B1 Bank· and earn IDOJ:e'than $15,000. . . . .
(iii) Find the company with the mosfeinployee·s. . . "
(iv) ., Give all employee of CanaraBank,a 15 perce.rit salaryw<e. .
(v) Find the names' of all employees'who livdri tliesam~Cityas the company forwhich

they work. . .
Q2 (b): Differentiate'Any Two offollowing:

. . (i) Strong v/s.Weilk Entity. .
. (ii) Aggregation, and Association. .
. (iii)8tructured indexing and, HaSh Bas~dindex.i11g. ..' ...

,J3 (a): Briefly explain ,the architecture of database system; Explain how it is 'different from: the
conventional·fiiesystem.· . .' .... . ". . ... .. (10).
Q3 (b): What is transaction? Explain ACID properties of transaction. . ' ~(l0) ..•

Q4{a): What isJockingprotocol? E~plain strict ~o ph~e an4 rigq~Q1f$.~;6··phas¢ pr~t~~oL-:' . ,(10):
Q4 (b): Explain the terms Lossless joindecQtnposltion arid Dependency preservation Decomposition with .
suitable examples .. . . (10)

, Q5 (a) : Write adetail.noteon Q\,1eryOptimization.
Q5 (b): Explain the roles and responsibilities of DBA?

(10)
(10)

Q6 (a): What is data model? Explain network mode1withits'advantagesand disadvantages.·· . (10)
Q6(b): What is deadlock? Describe and compare deadlock-detection and prevention tecluiiques.(10)

Q7: Write short notes on any four---
(a) Candidate key .
(c) RAID
(e) Triggers

(b) Shadow paging· .
(d) Views .
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Note: 1) Question No.1 is compulsory
2) Attemplany four from Q No.2 to Q No.1
3) Figures to right indicate marks .
4) All questions carry equal marks
5) Answers to sub questions should be answered together
6) Make assumptions wherever required and state them clearly

B, What is a window? Explain the concept of siiding window; Explainin short the two methods 10
used in sliding window protocol along with the window:slzes required atthe sender and the .
receivers side and why? .

Q2. A. Discussthe unguided transmissionmediiJrn.
C

i) Calculat¢ the VRC,LRCand checksum for the following bit stream
1101101 1110001 0010101 1011010 .

ii) Calculate the CRCfor 100101000111 using the generator divisor 110011 .'

Q3. A. Define congestion. Discussthe various methods of preventing and reduCingthe in congestion in 10
the network' . . . .

B. What is network security? Explainsymmetric and asymmetric methods to make the data secure 10
and explain the RSAalgorithm in detail.

Q4' A. Explainany two application layer protoc;ols .
i. SMTP ii) FTP iii) E-mail .

lis A I What are the services provided by the network layer? Explain the Bellman Ford Routing 10
algorithm.

Q6. A. . Discussthe concept of layered communication model. Explain the oSI reference modeland , 0
compare it with the TCP/IP

B. .What is signaling? What layer does the job of signaling and how? Explain 4 me'thods 10
to convert digital data to digital signal.

Write short notes on any four of the follOWing
i) Multiplexing H) Switching
Hi) Multicasting iv) iPv6 v) Four;way handshake in TCP



N.B: (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four out of remaining six questions.
(3) Assume any necessary data but justify the same.
(4) Figures to the right indicate marks.
(5) Use of scientific calculator is allowed.

1 a) An advertising company wishes to plan an adverting campaign in three different media,
television, radio and magazines. The pU'P'ose is to reach as many potential customers as possible.
Results of market study are as follows: . [I0]

Television Radio Magazine

• (Rs.) (Rs.)
Prime day Prime time

Cost of an advertising Unit 30,000 15,000
Number of potential 5,00,000 2,00,000
Customer reached per unit
Number of women Customer 3,00,000 4,00,000 2,00,000 1,00,000
reached er unit

Company dosen't want to spend more than 800000 on advertisement. It is further required that-
(i) At least 2 million exposures take place among womell.
(ii) Advertising on television should be limited to Rs. 5,00,000.
(iii) At least 3 advertising units be bought on prime day and two units during prime time.
(iv) The number of advertising units on radio and magazine should each be between 5 & 10.

Formulate the LP model. (Do not solve)

b) A project is composed of7 activities whose time estimates (in weeks) are given in the table
below:- [10]

Activity 1-2 1-3 1-4 2-5 3-5 4-6 .5-6
Optimistic time estimate 1 1 2 1 2 2 3
Most likely time estimate 1 4 2 1 5 5 6
Pessimistic time estimate 7 7 8 1 14 8 15

Draw the project network and find the expected duration and variance of each activity. What is
the expected project length? Calculate the variance and standard deviation of the project length.
What due date has about 90% chance of meeting the date? [Given P(0Q;~1.28) =0.40]

2 a) Use simplex method to Maximize z= 3XI+5x2+4x3
Subject to: 2XI+3x2 ~ 8,

2XI +5X3 ~ 10,
3XI+2x2+4x3 ~ 15

Xl, X2,X3 ~ °
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b) Find the initial basic feasible solution using Vogal's Approximation Method for the following
transportation problem with three warehouses and four markets. The warehouse capacities are
al=3, az=7, and a)=5. The market demands are bl=4, bz=3, b3=4 and b4=4. The unit costs of
shipping are given by the following table. [I OJ

Market
MI Mz M3 ~

WI 2 2 2 1

Warehouse Wz 10 8 5 4

W3 7 6 6 8

3 a) Use big M-method to minimize Z= 40Xl+24x2
Subject to: 20Xl+50xzz 4800

80xI+50xzz 7200
XI, Xz z 0

b) There are four professors each of capable of teaching anyone of the four different courses.
Class preparation time in hrs for different topics varies from professor to professor and is given int
the table below. Each professor is to be assigned exactly one course. Assign the courses to
professors so as to minimize the total course preparation time for all of them: [10J

Linear
Programming

Class Pre aration Time
Queuing Dynamic
Theo Pro ramming

Regression
Anal sis

9 7

14 8

16 11 ~

.J13 9

[10]
-f
1~

4 a) Solve the problem below by dual simplex method.
Minimize: z= 3XI+2xz
Subject to: XI+X2~ I

XI+XZ:$7
xl+2xz ~10
X}, Xz ~O

b) Sixjobs have to be processed at three machines A, B, C in order ACB. The time (in hrs) taken
by each job on each machine is indicated below. [10]

Jobs
I IT ill IV V VI

MICA 12 8 7 II 10 5
M/CB 7 10 9 6 10 5
MlCC 3 4 2 5 5 4



Determine the sequence for the jobs so as to minimize the processing time. Determine total
elapsed and idle time of each machine A, B, C.

5 a) (i) What is Inventory problem. Explain the following terms associated with inventory
problem. (I) Setup cost (2) holding cost. . [5]

(ii) Write the dual of the following LPP.
Minimize: z== XI+X2+X3
Subject to: xl-3x2+4X3=5

X\-2X2 ::;3
2XrX3~ 4

Xl,X2~O, X3is unrestricted in sign.

b) Solve using C'JOmory'scutting plane method.
Maximize z=xI+2x2
Subject to: 3XI+2x2::;5

X2 ::; 2
Xl,X2~oand integer.

6 a) Explain ,he following with suitable example [10]
(i) Redundant constraints in LPP. (ii) Pure and mixed strategies in game theory.

b) The maintenance engineer for a large construction company is examining alternatives open to
him, for the replacement of hydraulic hoses in the firm's 100 front-end loaders, each loader uses
six hoses, which from historical maintenance records fail at this rate.

Month of use 1 2 3 4 5
% Requiring replacement by that month: 10 15 20 70 100

The engineer learns that "in the field" replacement costs Rs. 80 per hose while it costs only Rs 40
per hose if all the hos.es are replaced at regular interval during routine maintenance and service.
Evaluate the alternatives open to this engineer and recommend a course of action. [10]

b) Consider the following two-person zero sum game, player A being maximizing player and
matrix elements represent gains of player A. Find the optimum strategies and value of the game.

[10]
PlayerB

7 3 1
Player A 1 7 3

0 1 7
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Note: 1. Q.l is compulsory .
2. Attempt any four out of remaining.

Q.l A Compare hardware reliability with software reliability 05
B Discuss infrastructure sector of COCOM·II OS

C Consider a project with the following functional units: OS
Number of user inputs = 50
Number of user outputs = 40
Number of user enquiries = 35
Number of user files = 06
Number of external interfaces = 04
Assume all complexitY adjustment factors and Weighting factors are
average, Compute the foncthn points for the project.

0 An application has the following: OS
10 low external inputs, 12 high: external outputs, 20 low internal
logical files, 15 high external interface files; 12 average external
inquiries, and a value of complexity adjustment factor of 1.10.
What are the unadjusted and adjusted functioll point counts?

Q.2. A What is software reliability? Explain (:apability Maturity Moqel . 10
B What is path testing ? .Explain cydometic complexity with suitable 10

example.
0,;3 A What are the components of use casediagram?Explain their usage 10

with the helpof example.
B Ust and explain different decomposition techniques with suitable 10

examples .. . .

0,;4 A Describe the equivalence class testing method'. Compare this with 10
boundary value analysis techniques.

B What do you understand by sy~em testing.? list and' explain 10
different kinds of syst~m testing ..

Q.5 A What is requirements engineering? Ustandexplain'different steps in' 10- - . .
requirement engineeri!1g .. .

.
. !

B Describe any two s6ftwaresize ~stimationtechnlque~; '10
Q.6 A What is software' engjneering .,. explain role of management in 10

software developmE!nt. ...

B Define mo.dule coupling and module cohesiOn -.also explain different 10
types of coupling in detail.

Q.7 Write short notes on (any four): ... 20
A RMMMplan
B WBS
C Software reliability
0 Make buy decision
E Status reporting
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(REVISED COURSE)

(3 Hours)

N.R.:
1. Question 1 is compulsory.
2. Answer any four out of remaining six Questions.
3. Answers to questions should be grouped and written together.

1 a) Explain the terms business function and business process. W.hat are the different
types of Business inf<?rmation Sy~tem? Explain giving suitable example/so 10

c b) What are the different stages in' decision making process? State the difference between
structured and unstructured decisions . . 10

2(a) Explain the relationship betweenorganisation and system. What is behav,ioral vie~
and features of the organisations? . 10

.~ eb)Explain the role of Systems Analyst in development of MIS 10

3 a) Distinguish between Top, Middle and Operational Ma#agementinterms of
focus on planning, focus on control, time frame, scope of activity, levelof
complexity and type of information required. . 10·

b) Define the terms data and information. What are the attributes of quality
information? .. . 10

.. . .

4' a) "The selection of Information Technology i~ a strategic decision in MIS
c development". Explain. . 10 .

b) Define CRM. Describe the features of Anaiytical and operatitii1al CRM 10

·5 a) Whans DSS? Explain various componentsofDSS, c .10

• b) What is an Enterprise S.ystemTDescribe various businessprocess·es that:can be .
c supported through enterpnse system. c.... cc • ..• . c... 10

6 a) What is·the bull· whip effect? How supply· chain m~agep1entsystem help
reduce the bullwhip effect and how they provide value for a business. 10 ··0

b) What do you mean by exceptions? What are different types of reports generated in
MIS thathelp managers identify the exceptions?· CC 10

a) Expert System
b) Strategic Planning
c) Knowledge Management System
d)Prototype Approach for developing MIS
e) TPS


